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Outline
1. Review some papers on saliency detection and 
objectness detection;
2. Study a paper that uses DNN to do objectness 
detection by learning features;
3. See some results achieved not by NN;
4. Unleash the mind, and discuss what else the 
"omnipotent" DNN can do.

1. A Model of Saliency-based Visual Attention for Rapid Scene Analysis
2. Measuring the Objectness of Image Windows
3. BING - Binarized Normed Gradients for Objectness Estimation at 300fps
4. scalable object detection using deep neural networks
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Saliency Detection

A Model of Saliency-based Visual Attention for Rapid Scene Analysis

multiscale, 
layers, 
neural network

resembling those presented by 
Peiyun last week
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Objectness Detection (What is?)

A Model of Saliency-based Visual Attention for Rapid Scene Analysis

Multiscale Saliency, Color Contrast
Edge Density, Superpixels Straddling
Local and Size -- these cues are combined by learning weights.
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Objectness Detection (BING)

BING - Binarized Normed Gradients for Objectness Estimation at 300fps

try to find close boundary

objectness score is determined by response 
to the template and the scaling size, where 
vi and ti are the paramter wrt scaling factor

w  is the template (learned model 8x8)
g   is the extracted patch in the feature map
l    denotes location, including scaling factor i and position (x,y) of the patch
Remarks 
1. there is no reason that left part should be more important than right part
2. scaling factor is pre-defined -- gaps exist among different scales
3. how about snakes, C. elegans, or even athletes
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Objectness Detection (BING)

BING - Binarized Normed Gradients for Objectness Estimation at 300fps

1. good performance on VOC2007;
2. performs fast owing to binary 

approximation, INT64 and BYTE 
presentation, and BITWISE 
computation.
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks

DeepMultiBox -- a saliency-inspired neural network model for detection, which 
predicts a set of class-agnostic bounding boxes along with a single score for 
each box, corresponding to its likelihood of containing any object of interest.

Three contributions:
1. define object detection as a regression problem to the coordinates of 
several bounding boxes, as well as a confidence score of how likely this 
box contains an object;
2. train the bounding box predictors as part of the network training -- 
utilizing the excellent representation learning abilities of DNN.
3. scalable way for classification -- post-classifying less than ten boxes to 
achieve competitive detection results.

Model -- Bndbox and conf values are as values of nodes in last layer of the 
NN 

Bndbox -- upper-left and lower-right coordinates as four-length vector, 
produced by a linear transformation of the last hidden layer

Confidence -- single node value between [0,1], linear transformed from last 
hidden layer followed by a sigmoid.
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks

regression to coordinates -- try to optimize only the subset of predicted 
boxes which match best the ground truth ones
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks

At the same time, try to minimize the confidences of the remaining 
predictions, which are deemed not to localize the true objects well.
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks
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Objectness Detection by DNN

scalable object detection using deep neural networks

1. It has to generate data (10-30M).
2. If the bndbox predicted is outside the crop area, it has to map and truncate it 
to the final image area at the end. It uses NMS to prune the boxes.
3. It also uses second model to classify each bndbox as objects of interest or 
"background".
4. From about 100 candidates, it carefully select 10 highest scoring detections 
after NMS (with overlap 0.5) for subsequent classification in a separate passes 
through another network -- two-step process for detection.
5. It is hard to imagine that it can predicts coordinates, much different from 
classification and detection (the output domain is fixed in a span).
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Objectness Detection (Comparison)
BING

1. can be a hard-wired feature, train and test are very fast
2. natural to be capitalized with bitwise operations
3. need to pre-define scaling patterns, and produce 

relatively more candidates

DeepMultiBox
1. learned feature, need tons of data to train
2. appealing to predict coordinates of less candidates
3. need to deal with output of bndbox, postprocessing and 

selection

Which one do you think is better?Which one do you think is better?
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Do we really need DNN?
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Baseline Method Without DNN (1)

saliency detection within a deep convolutional architecture

Saliency Detection with Layers, but NO Training
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Baseline Method Without DNN (1)
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Off-the-Shelf Tricks for Face Recognition

Baseline Method Without DNN (2)

k-means
convolution

normalization 
soft-threshold 
3D pooling

Modeling Neuron Selectivity over Simple Mid-Level Features for Image Classification
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Off-the-Shelf Tricks for Face Classification

saliency detection within a deep convolutional architecture

99.6% accuracy!
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What else can DNN do?

2. Can DNN be specifically trained as 
rotation invariant mechanism on simple 
database? Or, scale-invariant, affine-
invariant mechanism? (due to big data?)
3. Can DNN be trained to deal with shape 
information with distortions, such as snake 
and C. elegans?

1. If it is possible, can DNN be used to evaluate image quality 
and image blurry degree, or applied to image deblur and 
super-resolution?
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Thank you
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Abstract
We will first briefly review some papers from saliency detection to objectness detection, 
and then carefully study a paper that uses DNN to do objectness detection. It predicts 
coordinates of multiple objectness in an image. 

With the idea that solving the two problems helps image interpretation, regardless of 
whether they mimic neural science, we will see how recent methods work on 
objectness detection so well, from hard-wired feature (BING) to learned feature by 
DNN. It seems DNN is so omnipotent that it can predict the coordinates. 

Then, we will see some interesting and amazing results on saliency detection and face 
recognition. These results are achieved by myself as a baseline study with simple off-
the-shelf tricks, e.g. convolution, thresholding, 3D pooling and normalization, other 
than learning a complicated DNN.

But,  is the success owing to DNN's unthinkable trained nonlinearility? Is it possible that 
other workarounds other than DNN work better on specific problems? What else can it 
do if we unleash our mind?


